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JIRA CLOUD

Released for JIRA CLOUD on Oct 26, 2020

You can now sync up to 1000 entities with the Evaluation license. We also improved sync of text fields and tables

between Azure DevOps and Jira, made various bug fixes and UI improvements

In this release

Improvements

JIRANODE-2978 You can now sync up to 1000 entities with the Evaluation license

EXACOMP-802 Improved text field sync in description between Azure DevOps and Jira

EASE-5921 Improved table sync between Azure DevOps and Jira 

EXACOMP-776 Improved app performance

EXACOMP-732

Exalate now checks what onboarding messages were viewed for

statistics

EXACOMP-785 Added possibility to resolve all errors in a specific connection

ADNODE-228 Improved security

SNOWNODE-230 Improved performance by only polling entities that are already synced

JCLOUD-1484 Improved triggers performance

Bug fixes

JCLOUD-

1482
Fixed bug when certain attachments were not synced

EXACOMP-

757
Fixed bug with instance crashing when a connection is deleted

EXACOMP-

793
Fixed bug with an error message appearing when accessing the login screen

JCLOUD-

1449
Fixed bug with some comments always shown as updated

EASE-5917 Fixed issue with Epic name sync

http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/search?phrase=:Jira+Cloud


EXACOMP-

819

Fixed bug where Exalate was shown as uninstalled if you input the incorrect destination

instance URL

EXACOMP-

838
Fixed problem with blank page showing up in Connection section during connection errors

EXACOMP-

571
Fixed bug with Work item field highlighted as an error when doing a Clean-up

UI updates

EXACOMP-798 Added placeholders to If clauses in triggers and Destination Instance field

EXAEDIT-1005 Fixed inconsistency in placeholder text

EXACOMP-775 Updated design of 30-day trial button

EXACOMP-773 Publish button is now named Publish and resolve if there are errors with connection

EXACOMP-655 Triggers can be created only after creating a connection

EXACOMP-708
Added text and video tips for Initiate connection, Accept invitation buttons, and Pending

status

EXACOMP-781 Updated fonts in the Add trigger window

EXACOMP-800 Added hints on how to work with errors

EXACOMP-809 Changed style of script editors

EXACOMP-682 Updated the look of the Subscribe to Exalate screen

EXACOMP-784 Fixed behavior of Publish button for slower internet connection

EXACOMP-801 Updated the buttons when selecting visual or scripting modes

EXACOMP-820 Updated error message when you input the incorrect destination instance url

EXACOMP-731 Added link to Generate invitation for pending connections

JIRANODE-

3092
Visual mode is now unavailable for private connections

Product
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Release History

Glossary

API Reference

Security

Pricing and Licensing

https://exalate.com/who-we-are
http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/release-history
http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/glossary
http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/exalate-api-reference-documentation
http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/security
http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/pricing-licensing


Resources

Academy 

Blog 

YouTube Channel 

Ebooks 

Still need help?

Join our Community 

Visit our Service Desk 

Find a Partner 

https://exalate.com/academy
https://exalate.com/blog
https://www.youtube.com/@exalate-integration
https://exalate.com/ebooks-and-whitepapers/
https://community.exalate.com
https://support.idalko.com/plugins/servlet/desk/portal/8
https://exalate.com/partners

